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Anche quest’anno tre studenti del Liceo Modigliani hanno partecipato allo scambio
con la scuola partner di Copenhagen.
Lo scambio è rivolto ad un piccolo numero di studenti di quinta (tre-cinque), che ad
inizio ottobre ospitano un partner danese e nella seconda metà di ottobre
ricambiano la visita in Danimarca.
Le impressioni delle tre studentesse selezionate per partecipare quest’anno sono
state molto positive. Ecco alcuni brani delle loro relazioni:
The experience of the cultural exchange was amazing.
The school system is very different from ours, in fact there are many pauses during
the lessons and the teachers have a friendly relationship with the students.
I appreciated the lessons because the teachers tried to make us have an active part
in the lessons; indeed we could intervene in all the lessons, even in the maths one.
Thanks to Belinda, the girl that hosted me, I could also attend a music lesson and
take part to the gym lesson where we could try to dance the typical Danish dance, it
was awesome and funny!
After school we went every day in a different place and we had the opportunity to
see many places.
I really loved this experience. I recommended it to all the students that want to
improve their English and live a new experience. (Chiara 5 E)

Even though my time there was short, I had a good impression of the environment.
Ordrup Gymnasium is very well organized , equipped and big. I appreciated the
timetable and the teachers appeared to be very inclusive. I especially liked the Italian
teacher and talking to her was fun. When we weren’t at school, my other two
schoolmates and I visited Copenhagen and we had the time to see the most
important buildings, museums and place of the city. We also had the opportunity to
go to Malmo in Sweden. While I was there I noticed that the people had a different
kind of routine, including different food and meal times. I really liked it and I think
this is all part of doing an exchange program: try new things ad emotions!
I’m very happy about the exchange. I’m thankful to the Ordrup Gymnasium, to the
principal, to the teachers and Karl’s family for the great time spent in Copenhagen.
The experience taught me a lot. I believe every student should have a special
opportunity like this. (Anna 5 E)

The experience of the cultural exchange in Denmark has been unique.
I have been in contact with a different culture and a different style of living and I
have not only improved my English, but also learned many things I didn’t know
before.
During my stay in Copenhagen I spent some days in the school attending the lessons
with the Danish students. We were all together and the teachers involved us in the
lessons making questions about our country and our school. We experimented
subjects, like music, that we don’t have in our school, we tried a typical Danish
dance, that was very funny, and we experienced a type of teaching that is very
different from ours, where the relationship between students and teacher is less
formal.
I found very intriguing also to attend an Italian lesson in another country, because it
is fascinating to see how strangers learn my language.
Discovering the city and the surrounding areas was wonderful. I’m in love with many
aspects of Copenhagen like the architecture of the buildings and the sea. I really fell
in love with the colours of the sea. The nature, the sea, the light are very different
there compared with the Italian ones.
I also had the opportunity of visiting many museums and other types of places like
Tivoli gardens and the forest park “the Deer Park”.
Thanks to this experience I had the opportunity to improve my knowledge and I
collected awesome memories. I am grateful for this opportunity and I heartily
suggest the exchange to all students. (Sofia, 5 D)

